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CONSULTING WITH CHURCH PLANTERS 

 

Led by Phil Maynard, Path 1 Coaching Director, and Paul Nixon, Path 1 New Church Strategist, Coach & Author 

 

 
Agenda 
 

For each of the areas of the 7 Seasons of a church plant (Discerning, Visioning, Gathering, Discipling, 

Worshiping, Maturing, Multiplying) we will explore from a coaching perspective the “red flags,” specific 

things to look for, and resources that will be helpful for both the coach and the church planter.  

 

 

9:00 a.m. Morning Session Begins 

 

10:30 a.m. Break 

 

Noon  Lunch 

 

1:00 p.m. Afternoon Session Begins 

 

2:30 p.m. Break  

 

4:00 p.m. Adjourn 
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COACH CONSULTATION INTENSIVE 

 

 
A Path 1 Training Event for Recommended Coaches 
 
Presented by: 
 

Paul Nixon (Path 1 Strategist) and  
 
Phil Maynard (Director, Path 1 Coaching Network) 

 
 

 

Welcome to the Consultation Intensive! 
 
 

Hot Topics 
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COACH CONSULTATION INTENSIVE   

Season of Discerning  

Do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your minds, so that you may 
discern what is the will of God — what is good and acceptable and perfect. – Romans 12:2 (NRSV) 

The discernment process begins when a prospective planter (or potential partner congregation) 
senses God’s calling to plant a new church. Such a divine calling is greater than simply a desire to 
start a new community of faith. This calling gets affirmed by others who assess and affirm the 

necessary gifts for this ministry. Ongoing discernment could occur in regional training events, personal or corporate 
study, prayer, and conversations with experienced church planters or partnering congregations.  

Are you called to be a church planter? 
Are you called to be a partner church? 

Is there confirmation from God? From others? 

 

Season of Visioning 
Then the Lord answered me and said, write the vision; make it plain on tablets, so that a runner may read 
it. For there is still a vision for the appointed time; it speaks of the end, and does not lie. If it seems to tarry, 
wait for it; it will surely come, it will not delay. – Habakkuk 2:2-3 (NRSV) 

The soil in which God sows the seed of a new church is in the planter or planting church’s heart. 
Vision offers a shared picture of a preferred future, inspired by God and often first articulated by 
leaders and then affirmed by God’s people. A vision for starting a new church may arise from a need 

to reach a geographical area, cultural group or specific community of people. Energized by this vision, leaders 
motivate others to develop strategic plans and begin to enlist teams of persons to help that vision become reality. 
Visioning happens early in the planting process, often during the season of discerning or just beyond.  

What is God’s dream for you?  
For the people of your church? For your community?  
How will you begin to share that vision with others? 

 

Season of Gathering 

After this the Lord appointed seventy others and sent them on ahead of him in pairs to every town and 
place where he himself intended to go.  He said to them, “The harvest is plentiful, but the laborers are few; 
therefore ask the Lord of the harvest to send out laborers into his harvest.” – Luke 10:1-2 (NRSV) 

Attracting and engaging a large number of people to help plant and nurture a new church 
(including members from a partnering church, friends, family and inquirers in the community) 
requires a great deal of invitation, networking and relationship-building. Church planting is never 

solo work. The planting team’s first and most important task is to connect people to Christ, to the planter, to the 
vision, to each other, and to opportunities to make disciples of Jesus Christ for the transformation of the world. 
Gatherings of small groups, fellowship events, and preview worship services can ensure a critical mass of people 
necessary to plant and firmly establish the new church.  

How do we attract and engage a critical mass of people? 
What are we doing to connect people to the planting team, 

vision, Christ, and the mission of the church? 
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COACH CONSULTATION INTENSIVE   

Season of Discipling 

And Jesus came and said to them, “All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me. Go 
therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and 
of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything that I have commanded you. And remember, I 
am with you always, to the end of the age.” – Matthew 28:18-20 (NRSV) 

This season requires the planter to focus on leading, teaching, guiding, and growing the planting 
team both in size and spiritual depth. No new church needs to be encumbered with heavy systems and structures. 
However, SIMPLE organization needs to be in place to enable others to multiply themselves and mentor others in 
the faith. A Wesleyan model of church planting intentionally incorporates small groups for mentoring and 
multiplication. Spiritual growth and leadership development are the building blocks of a healthy faith community.  

What process do we have to help people discover and 
release their God-given gifts for ministry? 

How do we encourage people to grow and multiply 
themselves and their small groups?  

Season of Worshiping 
But the hour is coming, and is now here, when the true worshipers will worship the Father in spirit and 
truth, for the Father seeks such as these to worship him.  God is spirit and those who worship him must 
worship in spirit and truth. – John 4:23-25 (NRSV) 

We were created to be in relationship with God and one another. As human beings we have worship 
embedded in our very nature. One of God’s great commandments to Israel set the tone for how we 
express that deep-seated love and worship of God: “You shall love the LORD your God with all your 

heart, and with all your soul, and with all your might” (Deuteronomy 6:5, NRSV). How we begin a church’s public 
expression of worship requires careful planning and timing (not too soon and not too late). Worship styles vary 
greatly among cultural contexts, areas of the country, and age groups. Let the mission field guide your decision-
making. Seek to meet their needs and interests. Experiment to see what will work in your setting. Worship is central 
to the church’s launch, and to life itself!   

What does worship mean to us? When and how do we start 
worshipping together as a new church?  

When does it become a public weekly experience? 

 

Season of Maturing 
He handed out gifts of apostle, prophet, evangelist, and pastor-teacher to train Christ’s followers in skilled 
servant work, working within Christ's body, the church, until we’re all moving rhythmically and easily with 
each other, efficient and graceful in response to God’s Son, fully mature adults, fully developed within and 
without, fully alive like Christ. – Ephesians 4:11-13 (The Message) 

As a congregation continues to develop and grow it becomes viable, sustainable and poised for 
multiplication. Growing people and developing healthy systems (leadership development, financial, structure, and 
discipleship) will help the church grow spiritually, multiply its mission and ministries and prepare itself for 
inevitable leadership transitions. Building a fruitful and multiplying church requires recognizing and honoring each 
person’s God-given gifts, especially those that complement the planter’s gifts. Recognizing your dependence on God, 
maintaining a consistent corporate life of spiritual discipline, and faithfully exercising the gifts of the Holy Spirit 
mean you will take big risks for Christ and experience personal and corporate growth and maturity.   

What needs to happen next to grow people as servants 
and systems for sustainability?  
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Season of Multiplying 
He who supplies seed to the sower and bread for food will supply and multiply your seed for sowing and 
increase the harvest of your righteousness. – 2 Corinthians 9:10-11 (NRSV) 

Healthy organisms reproduce and multiply and so do healthy churches! Healthy churches multiply 
disciples, leaders, ministries and congregations. Reproduction begins from day one and manifests 
itself throughout the various aspects and stages of church life. With multiplication in the DNA of a 

new church, reproduction happens more naturally. The gospel of Christ mandates churches to be healthy, grow in 
ministry and mission, reach new people for Christ, and reproduce. Through multiplication we build new bridges to 
the culture around us, introduce more people to Christ, and continue in ministry in fresh and vital ways. 

How do we reproduce to build God’s reign in vision-replicating, 
resource-honoring ways? 

What can we do to ensure that multiplication remains in our 
church’s DNA? 

 

 

Scriptural Teachings on the Seasons of Planting a New Church 
When a planting team is in a particular season of development they might find it valuable to study, reflect on and 
learn from these scriptures. 

Discerning 

Matthew 3:13-17 (John baptizes Jesus) 

Luke 7:18-28 (John’s disciples ask Jesus if he’s “the one;” Jesus tells them to report what they see) 

Matthew 16:13-28 (Peter declares Jesus is Christ; Jesus tells Peter he is going to build a church)  

1 Samuel 1-3 (God answers Hannah’s prayers for a child, Samuel; she devotes his life to the Lord and he begins to 
discern his calling as a prophet, through Eli’s teaching)  

Visioning 

Luke 4:14-30 (Jesus declares his fulfillment of a prophet’s vision) 

Matthew 9/Luke 10 (send laborers to the harvest) 

Acts 10 (Peter/Cornelius – Peter is open to God’s leading and vision; converts an entire household because of a new 
definition of “clean/unclean”)  

Nehemiah 1-2 (lay person following God’s calling and vision to rebuild Jerusalem) 

Gathering 

Matthew 4:18-22 (Also Mark 1:16-20; John 1:35-51; Jesus calls the disciples) 

Luke 6:12-16 (Jesus chooses the 12) 

Acts 3 (Peter heals and preaches)  

Exodus 3-5 (God calls Moses and Moses brings along Aaron for the job of addressing Pharaoh)   
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COACH CONSULTATION INTENSIVE   

Discipling 

John 3 (Jesus and Nicodemus; teaching about eternal life and new birth; life-long learning)  

Mark 9:14-50 (healing/prayer – little one with the spirit disciples could not cast out; teachable moments about 
greatness in kingdom of God; sanctification) 

Deuteronomy 4:5-14; also 11:18-25 (teach God’s word to all of Israel)  

Acts 13:13-53 (Saul and Barnabas teach in Antioch of Pisidia)  

Matthew 5-7 (Sermon on the Mount on the Plain (Luke 6) – principles for living) 

Worshiping 

John 4 (“Worship in spirit and in truth” - woman at the well)  

Acts 2 (temple courts and house to house – both public and private worship) 

Acts 17 (Paul notices all the worship options and “unknown god” and uses that as an entry to preaching) 

2 Chronicles 34 (Josiah consults the Law and prophets and restores Covenant) 

Luke 2:41-52 (Jesus at age twelve – compelled to be in worship and study) 

Maturing 

Acts 5:17-42 (Gamaliel urges Jerusalem Council to leave the believers alone and see what happens)   

Acts 6:1-7 (Stephen and others distribute food to widows so apostles can keep preaching the gospel) 

Acts 15:1-35 (Jerusalem Council offers guidelines for Gentile believers)  

Exodus 18 (Jethro observes Moses and advises him) 

Romans 12 (be transformed by the Spirit and grow in faith together)  

Corinthians 2:6 (maturing breeds wisdom) 

Ephesians 4:13 (our goal is becoming like Christ in all ways) 

Colossians 4:12 (prayer is crucial for maturing faith) 

Hebrews 5:14 (training oneself and others to distinguish between good and evil) 

James 1:4 (the place of perseverance in the journey of faith and maturity) 

Multiplying 

John 6:1-14 (Jesus feeds five thousand)  

Matthew 25:14-30 (Parable of Talents)  

Matthew 13; Mark 4:1-9; Luke 8:4-8 (Parable of the Sower)  

Deuteronomy 6:1-3 (faithfully observe the law and you will multiply)  
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Description How has the church planter discerned a calling to plant?  What spiritual gifts does 

the planter bring to the table?  How has this planter demonstrated the ability to 

build/grow a ministry?  What preparations has the planter made for understanding 

the church planting process?  How has this discernment been connected to this 

place where he/she has been assigned to plant? 

  The planter and her family had a voice in claiming their call to, affinity with, and 

compassion for this particular community and mission field. 

 Appropriate assessment and discernment occurred prior to the assignment of this 

planter to this mission field. 

 In the first weeks on the ground in the mission zone, we are learning and 

discerning more about the nature of the project and about how our gifts connect 

to it.  The call to be here is either getting stronger or we are beginning to wonder 

what we are doing here. 

 Suppose a planter lands in a situation that is different from what they expected. 

The challenge may appear more difficult or the type of church needed more non-

conventional. It will be necessary for the planter and the stakeholders to 

recommit to the project as it now will most likely unfold, with possible changes 

in benchmarks and budget. A good stakeholder meeting about three months into 

the project can document this change.  

 The planter has visited other similar ministries, interviewed their leaders and has 

a pretty clear sense of what they are getting into.  

Exploring  Tell me about your call to ministry.  How did you decide to start a church? 

What is your passion for ministry?  How does that connect to new church 

planting? 

What process were you required to undergo to become a new church planter? 

What are your spiritual gifts?  What talents do you have?  What life experiences 

have helped prepare you for church planting? 

How is your new church plant resourced financially?  How will you raise the 

support needed?  

 Tell me about your leadership style.  Describe a situation in which you led a 

group to accomplish something.  

Season of Discerning 

COACH CONSULTATION INTENSIVE   
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Red Flags 

 

 History of misfit jobs/career instability (is this new “call” just another chapter in 

a pattern of searching for a fit/place?) 

 Evidence of low or undeveloped self-awareness 

 Rushing to Visioning before good Discerning has been completed 

 Lack of witnesses cheering the potential leader forward in this project 

 Lack of life experience which is analogous to the kinds of challenges that planting 

would present 

 Lack of high fruitfulness in previous chapters of life (a person of modest 

fruitfulness needs to apprentice a planter first before we ask her to be one) 

 The big question: What is it about this person’s life experience and leadership in 

the past that gives evidence that he/she will thrive in the particular challenges 

about to be placed before him/her?  What are the behavioral clues and hard 

evidence?  

  DISC Inventory 

 Leadership Style Assessment 

 SHAPE 

 Lifeway Assessments/Planter Risk Assessment (www.lifeway.org) 

 Spiritual Gifts Inventory 

 Lay Missionary Planting Network 

 New Church Leadership Institute 

 Readiness 360 (for potential partner/sponsor/anchor/mother congregations, and 

for potential emerging launch teams of 25+)  

Notes  

Season of Discerning 

COACH CONSULTATION INTENSIVE   
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Description Is the church planter starting with a strong sense of God’s call, a personal clarity of 

purpose, with clear and compelling values and awareness of her focus population 

that is well grounded in the realities of the community, passions of the planter/

team, and available assets? Have the church planter and the emerging team spent 

time on the ground in deep listening, moving through the community, collecting 

stories and testing ideas with folks before allowing the vision to get detailed?  

 Get to know the community	
 Demographics	
 Opportunities for ministry	
 Opportunities for collaboration with others	
 Quick conversations as planter and team do a sweep of the 

community (20 per week)	
 Coffee conversations as one circles back to go deeper (listening to 

people’s stories and sharing one’s own story, and just enough vision… 

20 per month by month two)	
 “Do you know two or three others I need to meet?”	
 Working with the team to compare the stories and discover the 

themes and ah-has.	
 	

 It is the job of the planter (to bear and cast the vision), but not to go up on the 

mountain and come up with one alone.	

Often a mature vision finally bubbles up within a circle of leaders – but unless 

the planter is persuaded, she cannot cast that vision.	

Hold models of what has worked in other places at a bit of a distance until the 

planter and team have experienced at least 75 deeper conversations. When 

starting in mid summer – this means an intensive process of visioning may not 

begin in earnest until fall or early into the next year. 

Call for the question: After a few months, take the time to process and formalize 

the vision into clear and compelling language, anecdotes, metaphors and into 

appropriate documents, including website.  Simplicity is best. This statement can 

be revised at any time. 	

  

Season of Visioning 

COACH CONSULTATION INTENSIVE   
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Exploring What can you tell me about the community in which you are planting?	

What are you learning on the job that is challenging or deepening your earlier 

knowledge of this mission field?	

Who else is helping you with conversation or in reflection on the conversations?	

Where do you find points of personal affinity in this community?	

 Tell me about the specific population or collection of local tribes you are trying 

to reach. 	

How did you decide on this group?  Which MissionInsite Mosaic group(s) do 

these people reflect?	

What are you learning about the needs and lifestyles of this group?  How did you 

begin to see that?  

How well does the local team you are assembling reflect the community 

demographics?  Who is missing from your emerging circle?  

What opportunities for ministry are you discovering as you talk to people?   How 

are you seeing that? Tell me more.  

Red Flags 

 

Glossing over the context and history of a place 

 Imposing a model that worked somewhere else without adequate assessment of 

how this new mission zone is different 

Moving too fast to create a name, website, values, branding and so forth before 

having spent intensive time listening and working through the neighborhood 

 Too abstract, lots of theory, churchy words and big words/concepts 

 Too generic or vague, too few details; Boilerplate 

 Infatuation with a latest trend 

 In the latter phase of visioning, is anyone buying in?  You can’t move into 

gathering until you have a vision that is so compelling that a few folks begin 

buying it.  

 Too little collaboration (testing and shaping the vision) on one hand or too little 

leadership (bringing a sense of clear leadership “Here I stand, this is what I see”) 

on the other 

Season of Visioning 

COACH CONSULTATION INTENSIVE   
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  Boot Camp	
 Launchpad (Path 1 Regional Planter Training Events)	
Community Organizing Training (IAF or the like)	
Community Demographics	

MissionInsite General Demographics	
Mosaic Groups – top three	
Opportunities for Ministry	

 Personal Connection	
Community Leader Interviews	
 Prayer Walks	
 Interviews with neighbors	
 Interviews with community service agencies	
 Interviews with other pastors	

 Affinity Discernment (Asset Mapping) 

 Catch a Fire in Fifty Days (devotional book for teams focused on the Book of Acts)  

Notes  

Season of Visioning 

COACH CONSULTATION INTENSIVE   
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Description How does the church planter build networks of relationships with those in the 

community?  Is there a group that is drawn to the vision for the church plant, as it 

emerges?  How does the planter communicate the vision and possibilities? 

 Networking  

 You meet a person in week three who wants to know when the gathering is, 

when the service is, what they can attend. Best answer: I have met someone else 

that I would like for you to meet.  Let’s see if the three of us can meet up for coffee next 

week.  Before planter starts creating events, she can invite the people she is 

meeting to meet one another. 

 Recruit people you meet in one venue, not for a worship service, but for another 

community event or cause sponsored by folks you met in another venue.  It’s a 

win-win on every front. 

 

Servant Evangelism  

Classic book by Steve Sjogren, A Community of Kindness, full of ideas to get a 

group brainstorming possibilities 

 

Marketing 

 Personal invitation (the foundation of all marketing) 

 Business cards (for pastor and team members both) 

QR codes to link website, youtube, other media printed on business cards 

Website 

 Facebook 

 Twitter 

 YouTube 

Google or Facebook ads (when we are ready for a wider public) 

Season of Gathering 

COACH CONSULTATION INTENSIVE   
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 Need-based Evangelism 

 Building relationships by creating activities that are responsive to the deepest 

longings and interests demonstrated by people in the community. 

 Be careful that this grows out of the deep listening in the visioning process. 

 

Personal Invitations 

 It is critical that the emerging participants and members of the team share in the 

work of inviting others.   

 In some cases we will have to coach folks about how to invite, giving them tools 

and resources for inviting. 

Create the kinds of events or gatherings that make it easy to invite folks. 

 Tian Fu UMC Brooklyn’s charge to new members:  

       Jesus found 12 people and invited them. 

You are a follower of Jesus. 

So, in the weeks ahead, invite 12 people to the varied things we do. 

When you have brought 12, we will have a party to celebrate your 

covenant fulfilled. 

 

Clarity of Vision  

 If this is not going to be a worship-centered church plant in the early months and 

years, then we need to reflect this in the way that we gather folks.   

What are the layers of this movement where we are gathering people?… do we 

understand these layers?  Networking coffee, one-time events (social), one-time 

events (mission), one-time events (life need/interest), small groups, etc. 

Season of Gathering 

COACH CONSULTATION INTENSIVE   
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Exploring How many contacts with people in the community do you make each week?  

(some coaches ask for a journal as accountability) 

How do you obtain contact information? 

What size is your database? Who have you found with the gifts to manage it well? 

How do you use this data to communicate with established contacts? 

Describe the application of social networking tools by your new church plant. 

How are you building and utilizing a network of persons in the community to 

identify potential members? 

What do you do to build relationships with potential team members? 

How are you involved in community activities to build relationships? 

How much time do you spend in the office each week for planning, study, and 

administrative duties? (Note: until planters have had their first 75 deep listening 

conversations, we don’t want to hear about much office time.) 

How do you equip your stakeholders and launch team to build networks/

relationships? 

How do you support the relationship with your stakeholders? 

What opportunities do you have to serve in your community? 

Describe your marketing plan.  How are you getting the word out about who you 

(this church) are and what you are doing? 

What is your plan for following up on those who attend your gatherings/

worship? 

Describe the ministry flow for your congregation. 

 

Red Flags 

 

 In all of the planter’s roving about, are we closing some deals?  Are we collecting 

some folks to go with us to the early gathering phase, either to help lead, or to 

explore actively where this movement is going? 

Does each gathering have a clear purpose? 

 Is there bait and switch (e.g., “I thought I was going to a cookout and I ended up 

at a planning meeting for a new church.”)?  

Does each gathering point to the next gathering? 

 Is the venue and complexity of gatherings appropriate to group size and age? 

 Are folks accumulating (increasing in net numbers) over time from gathering to 

gathering? 

 Is the team capacity growing for more complex or frequent gathering (If it is still 

the same six people doing everything, we are not developing toward weekly 

public worship launch)? 

 Are people having fun?  

Season of Gathering 

COACH CONSULTATION INTENSIVE   
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 Meetup.com	
       This website can be used to create community gatherings of relative strangers 

around certain common interests, or can be used to add a dozen relative 

strangers to a core group already developing around such interests. Before 

hosting a meetup event, the team should show up to some other meetups, and 

meet the people in those events. Early on, there is not adequate time in a day 

to be organizing events.	
 First Impressions	
 50 Ways to Build Strength in Welcoming People	
United Methodist Communications offers many resources in the area of 

welcoming and inviting and community advertising. Visit umcom.org to learn 

more about these ministry tools: 	
 Find-a-Church 	
 Rethink Church	
 Local Church Marketing Plan	
 Training for church teams 	
 The MyCom e-newsletter, chock full of great tools and tips 	

 

Notes  

Season of Gathering 

COACH CONSULTATION INTENSIVE   
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Description How is this community of faith casting a vision for becoming mature disciples?  

What is the process for teaching new believers about the beginning practices of  

disciples?  Is there a clear pathway for developing disciples?  How does this 

community help people discover their gifts and calling in ministry? 

 

Note: in many parts of the USA, people can find great children’s development 

activities, recreation/fellowship, meditation-self development, service opportunities, 

etc., without needing a church. The church must really specialize in that which no 

other entity can do as well – taking people deeper, helping them to follow Jesus, to 

practice a more reflective and transformative lifestyle. 

 Clear hopes and dreams for disciples – it doesn’t hurt to create a working 

definition or description of what a disciple looks like – it does not have to be 

comprehensive for all times and places, but it should give us a clear focus on 

what kind of behaviors and spiritual results we are looking to cultivate in the 

lives of those who spend time with us.  What is our end product? 

Clear processes for discipling (e.g., small groups & accountable relationships)  

and clarity about different kinds of groups. There are open groups of 6-15 people 

and then accountability groups of 3-5 – and these are profoundly different.  

Almost always we start by creating open groups, which are more task related 

(mission project, Bible study, etc), and less intense in terms of personal 

transparency. Open groups can assimilate new people – they keep it relatively 

light and they can multiply. Smaller groups may stick together for years. They are 

not open. 

Mentoring relationships.  One-on-one.  New believer with seasoned believer.  

New mom with 75 year-old great-grandmother, etc. 

Occasional retreats and large gatherings that focus on spiritual development – 

possibly pastor-led, pulling the groups together. 

 Spiritual Conversations – Both Gallup research (Growing an Engaged Church) and 

the Reveal Study (Move)  point to the effectiveness of a spiritual conversation 

(“How is it with your soul?”) 1-2 times per year for supporting the growth of 

mature disciples.  Note:  The Reveal Study has resulted in a language change 

from discipleship happening in “small groups” to “community” acknowledging 

that other forms of community are essential to the continuing growth of a 

disciple (mentor, coach, spiritual friend, spiritual director). 

Season of Discipling 

COACH CONSULTATION INTENSIVE   
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Exploring What is your working definition of a disciple? 

What percentage of your folks are involved in some kind of small group or 

mentoring connection?  

 Are there clear expectations for your small groups? 

Do you distinguish between your open groups and your accountability groups? 

What is the process for moving people toward maturity in discipleship?  

Specifically, how do you move people from study and personal practices into 

action, ministry and social practices (or vice versa)?  

Who are the most spiritually mature people in your community of faith? How are 

you leaning on them? How do you deploy the spiritually mature to disciple those 

beginning the journey? 

How do you view maturity in discipleship? 

 In what ways do your worship, team meetings, and relationships help people in 

your community take the next step in following Jesus? 

How are your small groups built for multiplication? Are there apprentices 

alongside all leaders? Are we asking folks to think and pray about the next thing 

God may be calling them/us to start? 

Red Flags 

 

 Is prayer simply a pastoral function? 

Do people talk about Jesus?   

 Are people moving beyond the call to community to a call to commitment? 

 Are we teaching everyone to put at least a dollar in?  And beyond that, to give to 

the point that we feel stretched? 

 Are the groups adding people? 

 Are the pastor(s) leading most of the groups?  (BAD BAD BAD.) 

 Are we thinking ahead to how many leaders we need to be developing for our 

needs six months ahead? 

 If people are not grouping easily, have we had meaningful conversations to re-

think our method so that it will work in this social context? 

 

Season of Discipling 

COACH CONSULTATION INTENSIVE   
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  SHAPE workshop 

 Building Blocks workshop  

Discipleship Coaching Training 

 Small Group Leadership Training 

Discipleship Essentials (Greg Ogden) 

 Elaine Heath – Academy for Missional Wisdom 

 Readiness 360 (a launch team edition is coming) 

Notes  

Season of Discipling 

COACH CONSULTATION INTENSIVE   
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Description Where is worship within the vision and paradigm of this community?   How is this 

community of faith in the process of developing a life of worship?  Is the church 

moving toward weekly public worship experiences, and if so, where are they on 

that journey (e.g., preview services, pre-launch services, launch team worship, 

monthly services, weekly services)?  How does the worship style connect with the 

target group/community demographics? 

 Cultivating a Practice of Worship that is integrated into community life long 

before launch of public worship 

Creative Worship Teams that work to prepare for evocative worship experiences 

appropriate to the mission field (drama, meditation, art, ritual, candles, yoga, 

recorded music, poetry, food, etc.) 

 Paying attention to critical mass – the number of persons needed in order to have 

fun together doing whatever it you are doing in the space where you are doing it 

Keeping things simple and delaying weekly public worship until you have the 

critical mass or volunteer power to keep up with the demands of planning and 

leading a quality weekly worship experience 

 Breaking up a worship event with fellowship time in the middle or break-out 

experiences where people can choose an activity for 20-30 minutes before the 

large group reconvenes 

Having food, either refreshments or a simple meal, after a worship service 

Musical Teams – developing a music team that makes music appropriate to the 

group in terms of style and level of quality  

 Poorly prepared or performed music is worse than no music at all.  

Mediocre music or regular musical train wrecks is one of the major 

factors that inhibits worship attendance growth.  

Season of Worshiping 

COACH CONSULTATION INTENSIVE   
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 Worship-related Team(s): 

Design Team 

Creative Teams 

Music Team(s) 

Children’s Team 

Hospitality Team 

 Prayer Team 

 Follow-up Team (making appropriate and timely contacts with those 

who attend) 

Planter is captain of the Worship Team overall (almost without exception). 

Exploring What is your plan for developing the worship experience for your congregation? 

 For what people groups is your worship designed? 

How is this worship designed for such people? 

Describe your process for building a worship event.  

 Are you using a preview season in the development of a weekly worshiping 

congregation? How so? 

What will “critical mass” look like in your context/cultural setting? How did you 

come to this conclusion? 

How will your worship experience equip the congregation to worship all week 

long? 

What teams are in place/being built to support the worship experience? 

Where do you plan to gather for worship? 

What is your target launch date? 

What are the core elements of your worship design?  

What time are you planning to meet? Why did you pick that time? (Most 

churches will still gather more on Sunday mornings than any other time. Some in 

very secular zones are choosing Sunday afternoon or early evening, a few 

midweek. Very few choose Saturday.)  

Season of Worshiping 
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Red Flags 

 

 Is there a theology of worship?  A core understanding of what worship is about? 

Does the vision and strategy of worship fit this mission field? 

Does this planter worship? How? Where is the planter attending worship, where 

is the launch team attending worship before there is weekly worship? 

Does the emerging launch team worship together sometimes or in homes (most 

launch teams are at least half believers after all)? 

 If it is likely that worship gatherings will be smaller than we first imagined, how 

does this impact the sustainability of the whole operation? 

 Are new people showing up to worship?  Any time there is stagnancy in worship 

attendance and few new people showing up OR lots of new people floating 

through and few sticking, something is wrong.  

 Is the worship space big enough for this church?  Is it too big?  Is the children’s 

space adequate?  Is the space reasonably accessible in a neighborhood that is 

pleasant and central? 

  The Big Idea (Dave Ferguson) 

 Taking Flight with Creativity (Len Wilson) 

 The Power of Real (Joseph Daniels w/Christie Latona) 

Cathy Townley is a great consultant for evaluating worship early in the life of a 

church (point may be that we need to get in and see public worship in the first 

month or two). 

Churches that are on a similar track missionally – look at their podcasts of 

worship events. 

Notes  
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Description In order for the church to be sustainable and multiply, systems need to be in place 

to support the development of maturing disciples, encourage the transformation of 

communities, provide for financial stability, and cultivate effective servant 

leadership.  

 Maturity in Discipleship – the church has established some simple benchmarks 

that enable them to define maturity. This is typically maturity in terms of 

demonstrated commitment, not so much in terms of tenure or time accrued as a 

disciple. 

 Track record of Support (worship, financial, mission) – this person is fully 

invested on our team, in addition to being mature in general. 

 Leadership Covenant – spiritual gifts have been identified and confirmed, and 

the person is using these in ministry within the church system. They are using 

these gifts in a covenant with the church, and as a member of the body – they are 

not off on a tangent, exercising “their ministry” apart from a sense that they are 

part of this team. If the covenant specifies it, they are apprenticing someone else. 

 Leader Training – this person has shared in appropriate leader training as 

endorsed by their church or provided by their church. Even if they have strong 

history in leadership before this church, they are not ‘”above” such training. They 

know that sharing in it sets an example for other leaders, enables them to refresh 

and rethink their knowledge and skills, and also helps them to tune in to the 

unique culture of this congregation. 

 Every meeting a training meeting –  many congregations have discovered the 

value of including some form of leadership development (practical skills & 

spiritual development) in regularly scheduled meetings (see suggested resources) 
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Exploring Describe your process for intentional discipleship.  

What educational support would be needed for the discipling process? 

How will small group leaders, mentors, and discipleship coaches be trained? 

What does your budget for the next three years look like? 

What financial resources are available to you from the conference/district? 

How are you personally involved in raising funds to support this church plant? 

What financial reports are required by your conference/district? Who prepares 

these?  How transparent are you with the launch team/congregation? 

What are the three greatest needs in your surrounding community?  How might 

you determine them? 

What is your plan for selecting and growing leaders for your congregation? 

How will you help those in your congregation discern gifts for ministry and areas 

of potential service? 

What is your plan for transitioning your church from a pastor-led ministry to a 

team-led ministry? 

What is the organization structure for your church plant currently?  How will 

this change as the congregation develops? 

What are the staffing requirements for this congregation?  Do these require paid 

positions?  What can volunteer staff do?  

How will you lead and equip people toward tithing?  What is the plan for 

stewardship commitments in your congregation? 

Season of Maturing 
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Red Flags 

 

No process for orienting folks to discipleship 

No definitions or benchmarks of what disciples should be doing 

No process for building relationships in a discipling context 

 Less than half the church in small groups in the first couple years; leaders not in 

accountability groups 

 Almost all of the church in small groups (which can be indicative of many very 

mature people and not enough new believers and seekers in the system – as 

much a problem as too few people in small groups) 

 Too few people doing most of the work (a perennial issue in churches both new 

and old) 

Clamoring to grow larger without attending to the lack of committed core and 

leaders (… and the clamoring may come from the cabinet!  Beware.) 

 More and Better Leaders (workshop by Dr. Phil Maynard) 

 Ten Most Common Mistakes (book by Jim Griffith) 

Direct Hit, Paul Borden 

 Transforming Church Boards into communities of spiritual leaders, Charles M. Olsen 

Notes  
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Description Healthy churches are designed to reproduce and multiply. Healthy churches 

multiply disciples, leaders, small groups, ministries, and congregations.  

Reproduction begins with day one and manifests itself throughout the various 

aspects and seasons of church life.  

 Build a Culture of Multiplication that hits the four drivers: 

 Spiritual Intensity 

 Dynamic Relationships 

 Missional Alignment 

 Cultural Openness 

 

Small Group Multiplication 

 Largely a process made possible by the continued multiplication of leaders 

 Leaders are typically apprenticed in existing groups and also pulled aside 

for some special training or equipping 

 Most American small groups do not choose to “split” 

 Sometimes, having terms or semesters or an end date for a church’s groups 

enables the church to open the next season with more groups, all new, 

and people can scatter according to interests 

 Tipping point when there are more than 20 groups OR where the third 

generation of groups begins to appear, naturally multiplying 

 

Mentoring/Apprenticeship 

 Easiest way to state it is that everyone doing anything in this movement is 

challenged to find a sidekick and mentor them along the way… all the 

way from the coffee cart person on Sunday to the small group leader 
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Exploring How are you equipping your team to multiply disciples in your ministry? 

How are small group systems designed so that multiplication occurs naturally? 

Where is the planter’s leadership required in order to keep the system moving 

toward multiplication? What particular things are you doing? Where does the 

system tend to get stuck if you don’t coax people along? 

What process are you building to train and multiply leaders for your 

congregation? 

What is your vision for multiplying this congregation (multiple groups, multiple 

teams, multiple worship sites, house churches, what?)? 

 At what point in the development of the movement do you plan to launch a 

second worshiping congregation somewhere?  

Red Flags 

 

When the number of seeker/consumers outnumbers the number of committed 

leaders by more than 6:1 

When the number of church people outnumbers the number of seeker/

consumers by more than 2:1 

No process for developing leaders (often a second process that follows basic 

discipleship orientation) 

Growing so fast (or launching so large) that we are not developing leaders 

(unsustainable) or so slow that we are obviously not increasing leaders 

 Prayer is the most critical lifestyle in a multiplying spiritual movement.  Is prayer 

deeply imbedded into this movement or is it still a side dish? 

 Exponential (book by Dave & Jon Ferguson) 

Readiness 360 (measures multiplication DNA in a group) 

Season of Multiplying 
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COACH CONSULTATION INTENSIVE 

 

Meet the Presenters 
 

 

Paul Nixon 

 

Paul Nixon is a busy guy, traveling several thousand miles a month to resource 

Christian leaders across North America.  He works part time as a strategist for new 

church starts with Path 1, with whom he helped to birth the Launchpad training for 

church planters. Paul also is president of The Epicenter Group, a coaching and 

consulting firm consisting of seven consultants, working in three major U.S. 

denominations. Epicenter Group currently coaches approximately 50 United 

Methodist church planters across the U.S., plus about that many leaders in 

established churches moving into renewal and ministry renaissance.  Several of these 

clients are pacesetters, seriously re-inventing church for the twenty-first century.   

 

Paul is author of six books. We Refused to Lead a Dying Church was released earlier this year by Pilgrim Press - 15 

stories of churches that were reborn from the ashes. The Surprise Factor (Kim Shockley co-author) comes out in early 

2013 (Abingdon Press), focused on the leadership strategies of Jesus as a change agent within a faith community. 

Paul Nixon and Christie Latona are co-creators of the current generation of the Readiness 360 inventory, a 

revolutionary tool that helps churches to assess their readiness for risk-taking ministry with new people, including 

their readiness for planting new faith communities.   

 

Among Paul’s major projects in the year ahead: working with two seminaries to create an online course in church 

planting for M.Div. credit, accessible to seminarians everywhere, in partnership with Path 1. He hopes to get to 

Vietnam in 2013 to study the United Methodist explosion there (120% growth annually). 

 

Paul has planted three new faith communities, two in Florida and one in Washington D.C., with a combined weekly 

worship participation of about 1500 persons. He is an alumnus of Perkins School of Theology (SMU). He lives in 

downtown Washington and shares in the life of Foundry United Methodist Church. 

 

To learn more about The Epicenter Group or to get a copy of any of Paul’s books:  

• www.epicentergroup.org.   

To learn more about Readiness 360:  

• www.readiness360.org.   

To learn more about Paul’s most recent planting project:  

• www.foundrypm.org.   
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Meet the Presenters 
 

Phil Maynard 

 

Dr. Phil Maynard serves as the Director of the Path 1 Coaching Network; Director in the 

Center of Congregational Excellence (Florida Conference); and Director for Excellence in 

Ministry Coaching.  He is a growing disciple of Jesus Christ, a husband (Becky), a father 

(Amanda & Joshua), and grandfather (5 grandchildren). 

 

Phil served as a pastor in local congregations (sizes 90 – 1000) for over 20 years and his heart 

is still in helping congregations help disciples of Jesus Christ reach their full potential.  In his 

last appointment to a local church he helped plant a multi-site campus which is now a 

chartered, self-sustaining congregation.  He now coaches & trains leaders and trains coaches 

to work in ministry coaching. 

 

Phil is a graduate of Duke Divinity School (M.Div. & Th.M.); University of Kansas (M.S. Ed.); and Drew (D.Min.).  

He is a contributing author for the Transform One resource (ChurchSmart) and co-author of Discovering the 

Possibilities. Through Excellence in Ministry Coaching, Phil has provided coach training for several UMC conferences 

and coaching/consulting for both new church plants and congregational transformation across the country. 

 

To learn more or contact Phil: 

• www.emc3coaching.com 

• drphilm@emc3coaching.com 

• 321-217-6007 
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